Instruction for Couriers to Boston Site

Battelle’s Boston site is located in Somerville MA, specifically at the location shown here: https://goo.gl/maps/V86FNozRWErDn8TZ9

The street address is:
77 Middlesex Ave.
Somerville, MA 02145

POC: Gregory Durand
durand@battelle.org | 208-484-9713

Deliveries and pick-ups must be coordinated in advance with the onsite POCs.

Onsite POC: Gregory Durand (208) 484-9713. 7AM – to 7PM until additional crew arrives

Important Notes: This site has no specific entry requirements. The site is fenced with ample parking around the exterior. Drivers should call the onsite POC when they are within range. There will be police stationed around our entrance; if questioned, drivers should provide the onsite POC’s name and inform they are delivering materials for the Battelle project.